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I sculpt copper reliefs as an accessible alternative to bronze castings.  My
parents are professional metal sculptors who taught me the ancient
process of pouring bronze called The Lost Wax Method.  Searching for a
metalworking process that showcases the inherent strength and beauty
of a metal casting, my parents and I experimented with sculpting copper
sheets, traditionally known as Copper Repousse.  I quickly found that I
could capture the qualities of a cast bronze statue in a new more
attainable way.  Using sustainable materials and contemporary aesthetics,
my goal is to continue to develop and refine traditional Copper Repousse.

I see my copper art as environmental jewelry.  It is important that each
piece is attractive, resonates with nature, and has a dynamic interaction
with light.  I only use natural, recycled, and non-toxic materials.  I start the
process with copper sheets which I hammer and sculpt.  I then bend and
wrap the copper around 100% recycled honeycomb cardboard.  This is a
specially engineered cardboard based on the structural physics of natural
honeycomb cells that bees make to store honey.  This recycled material
can withstand 2,500lbs of pressure, yet, unlike bronze is very light.  I apply

a patina to the copper.  The patina sets in the low lights and prepares the copper for coloring.  Finally, I buff off
the excess patina, revealing the copper highlights and add color and shine with low VOC and non-toxic metal
stains and finishes.

My current work has four inspirations: Water; Plants; Circles; and Topography.  I’m aware of the deep
connection between life and water.  I see life emerging from,  and ultimately returning to the sea.  The
movement of water exemplifies the dynamic serenity that I try to portrait in my work.  As a gardener, I’m
familiar with the life of a plant.  I see the plant as an intermediary between water and light, or the earth and
sun.  The organic silhouettes of petals and leaves are echoed throughout the natural world.  Conceptually,
circles symbolize the cycles of our lives, just as the earth circles the sun, creating the day and night.  Circles
symbolize the cycles of time, and the promise of tomorrow.  I’m intrigued by the  topography of sculpted
copper.  I imagine walking on the copper terrain and visiting mysterious worlds.  The copper topography has
the function of reflecting and capturing light.  In the future I plan to further materialize these concepts in
Copper Repousse along with exploring new ideas.   esforsterdesign.com


